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SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
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Fewer calls from the call centre to drivers 
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Sensor is programmed to send a signal when the bin is either full or has been moved
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Sensor can notify customer bin is full

Sensor is programmed to sent a signal when the bin is either full or has been moved



Sensor can notify customer bin is full

Routing system receives signal bin is out and adds it to the drivers route

Sensor is programmed to sent a signal when the bin is either full or has been moved





Eliminate the current overnight delay updating customers’ accounts taking them of stop



Eliminate the current overnight delay updating customers’ accounts taking them of stop

Break the exorbitant minimum transaction and other fees of AnPost, Payzone etc





KERBSIDE 
BINWASHING





1. Volume.



1. Volume

2. The price - and getting paid



1. Volume: Timing the wash to coincide with the bin empty day

2. The price - and getting paid

3. Where’s this lad’s water and dirt going? 





















The Binwashing service

Rule 1………Density……………….800 customers on a route = 200 bins washed every 3 months.



€4.99 + vat/bin washed





Please remember to 

have your black and 

brown bins emptied 

tomorrow if you want 

them washed this 
Thursday.



Please remember to 

leave any empty bins 

you want washed out 

tonight in front of your 

house on the footpath 

for Panda Bin Washing 
tomorrow













Pic of black dirty bin

























The Panda Binwashing service
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60,000 signed up customers from 125,000 in DLR and Fingal, almost 50%

Current average washes per truck per day = 186 

Average washes per active wash customer per year = 2.4 

Price per bin washed = €4.99+vat 

Frequency of service = every 3 months, 4 times per year
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The Panda Binwashing service
60,000 signed up customers from 125,000 in DLR and Fingal, almost 50%

Current average washes per truck per day = 186 

Average washes per active wash customer per year = 2.4 

Price per bin washed = €4.99+vat 

Payment method – added to Panda waste bill

Frequency of service = every 3 months, 4 times per year

The other 50% are not interested at all

30% of signed up customers have never used the service 

Customer density route per truck per day 600-800 

Marginally seasonal (summer brown bins in particular)





CONTAMINATION DETECTION







Paper

Cardboard

Plastic bottles

Plastic packaging

Aluminium cans

Steel cans























The bottom line is people will keep pushing the        
limits until operators push back.







=  Mr & Mrs Brown,
4 The Street,
The Avenue,
Dublin. 

= 80204E2E2D 



Bin tag reader



Bin weighing

Bin tag reader



Bin weighing

Bin+weight storage
Bin tag reader



Bin tag reader



Bin tag reader

camera



Bin tag reader

camera

Bin+picture storage
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Tag reader 
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07D16403

















THE PLAN
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CDS Trial
12,000 customers

Contamination Detection Trial

6 month trial

8,000 binlifts every two week cycle

120,000Kgs of material collected every two week cycle





TRY a Pic of hanger open/closed

Have a couple on the podium

+ a mock up handle
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Name:

Phone:

Mobile:

Email:

Address:

07.09.16  08.12  1  80A0B2C52E

Strike 3:

You’ve been caught contaminating your recycling bin for a third time: : “glass”

As previously notified, you now need to make arrangements for an alternative collector. 

Please call our office on 1890 626262 to settle your account and schedule the removal of your Panda bins.

In the meantime, please see list of acceptable items.



Thank you


